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– If the poet could recapture his vision, all would cry, ‘Beware!/His flashing eyes, his floating hair!’
Although it may not at first glance seem so, there is much in this last point
that is relevant to the rituals that took place at Jericho, Nevali Çori and
Göbekli Tepe. Eyes, properly stimulated to provide otherwise unattainable
insights, would inspire in others ‘holy dread’ and cause them to close their
own eyes; to submit to those believed to have preternatural sight; to shut out
realities of the diurnal world and to seek ‘realities’ of inner enlightenment.
To understand how such experiences as Coleridge’s can influence human
behaviour and to see that they are far more common than is usually supposed, we need to enquire what happens in the human brain in visionary
states. We say ‘states’ because we are not dealing with a single, on/off, aberrant
mental condition that is experienced by only a few rather strange people but
with the fundamental, daily electro-chemical functioning of all human brains.
Moreover, ‘anodynes’ and ‘the milk of Paradise’ are not the only means of
access to visions, to ‘seeing’; in some sense,‘visions’ are also part of daily life.
Whatever influence the material environment may have on human behaviour, and we do not underestimate its power, all people have to live with and
to accommodate the products of their brains in a society of other brains and
bodies. That complex neurological and social accommodation makes them
what they are. Coleridge was not isolated on Exmoor. As he himself
recounted, he had been reading Samuel Purchas’s travelogues, much admired
by the Romantics. Later, in 1817, Coleridge was delighted to encounter similar imagery in Henry Francis Cary’s translation of Dante’s Inferno with its
‘brooklet, that descends/This way along the hollow of a rock’ and caves with
‘jagged ice’. In Purchas’s narratives, he found plenty of material to feed his
desire for primitive mystery, exotic legends and an unfettered imagination
that broke free of Reason. Coleridge contributed handsomely to the Romantic Movement, but he was also a child of his time. Individual brains, whether
19th-century or Neolithic, must function within a web of social and conceptual relations.
Before we offer religious experience, belief and practice as possible stimuli
for the revolutionary changes of the Neolithic period, we must examine more
closely the functioning of the brain, for it is the organ that does the believing
and generates the emotions of rituals, not in esoteric isolation but in multicomponent social matrices.

CHAPTER 2

The Consciousness Contract

Jean-Jacques Rousseau (1712–1778; Fig. 7) was on the run for ten years. During that time he lodged with friends and patrons, often under an assumed
name, and earned his living by means of clerical and tutorial appointments
and by teaching music, a lifelong passion. Things had started well, at least
from a literary point of view. He was born in Geneva and, after being brought
up by various relatives, he moved to France where, in 1750, he won a prize for
an essay entitled Discours sur les Sciences et les Arts. His real problems started
in 1762 with one of the works for which he is best known, Du Contrat Social.
Readers of that book should have been prepared for his radical ideas. In
Discours sur les Sciences et les Arts he had argued that civilization corrupted
‘natural man’ by promoting inequality, which it inevitably associated with
idleness and suffering. Optimistically, Rousseau saw ‘natural man’ as an ideal.
It was, however, John Dryden (1631–1700) who, in his play The Conquest of
Granada (1670), coined what was to become a famous phrase:
I am as free as nature first made man,
Ere the base laws of servitude began,
When wild in woods the noble savage ran.
(PT 1, ACT 1, SC. 1)

Rousseau’s ideas about the ‘noble savage’ broke forth lucidly and forcefully
in the ‘Social Contract’. The clarion call of his famous opening sentence was
unmistakable: ‘Man is born free, and everywhere he is in chains.’ And so his
incognito years of shifting abode began. His books were publicly condemned
and burned. Warrants were issued for his arrest. He felt the constraints of the
chains that he so roundly denounced.
The central ideas of the ‘Social Contract’ are now well known. Political rule
should not be imposed by state or church but be ratified by common agreement. Whoever refused to ‘contract in’ would be forced to do so by ‘the entire
body: which means nothing other than that he shall be forced to be free’1 – a
splendid oxymoron. Every government would be provisional, and the people
would regularly call it to account and consider renewal of its mandate. But
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7 Jean-Jacques Rousseau:
‘True Christians are made to
be slaves; they know it and
are hardly aroused by it.’ 2

cosmology and ideology that oil the wheels of labour and production by concealing from the masses the fact that they are, in reality, being exploited.
Hence Marx’s famous 1843 dictum: Religion is the opium of the people. The
pithy aphorism must have struck home, for Charles Kingsley (1819–1875),
son of the parsonage, author of The Water-Babies, vigorous social reformer,
contributor to The Christian Socialist and champion of muscular Christianity, wrote: ‘We have used the Bible as if it was a constable’s handbook – an
opium-dose for keeping beasts of burden patient while they are being overloaded.’7

The other contract

Rousseau realized that the notion of common consent was flawed. He
accepted that ‘a single ambitious man among them, a single hypocrite’ may
get the better of the pious.3 Here we have the seeds of much later social theory
that sees society as the outcome of competing individuals, rather than a contract. So much for the secular arm.
Religion came in for scrutiny in his chapter ‘Of civil religion’. ‘No state,’
Rousseau claimed, ‘has ever been founded without Religion serving as its
base.’4 Institutionalized religion ‘being founded on error and lies … deceives
men, makes them credulous, and drowns the true cult of the divinity in vain
ceremonial’.5 More explicitly, and more dangerously, he proclaimed, ‘Christianity preaches nothing but servitude and dependence. Its spirit is too
favourable to tyranny for tyranny not always to profit from it.’6 No wonder
there was an outcry.
From a 21st-century position and as a prelude to further thoughts about
the Neolithic, it is intriguing to look at Rousseau’s notion that religion served
as part of the ‘base’ for every state. In what is now a post-Marxist world, ‘base’
puts us in mind of Marxism’s cornerstone: the fundamentals of all communities reside not in people’s minds but in those relations between social groups
that make production of the necessities of daily life possible – in Marxist jargon, the ‘infrastructure’. The ‘superstructure’ of a society comprises the ideas,

Yet Rousseau was not a thoroughgoing atheist.‘Natural man,’ he believed, had
within him a religion ‘without Temples, without altars, without rites, limited
to the purely internal cult of the Supreme God and the eternal duties of
morality.’8 He allowed that there is ‘Something pure’ in the hearts of natural
men. This, he said, is ‘true Theism’,9 a ‘purely internal cult’ – but he did not say
in exactly what sense it is ‘internal’.
We approach this question of ‘internal’ feelings and religious experience
from a perspective that explains why someone like Rousseau, despite all his
reasoning, felt that there was Something, if not the God of traditional Christianity, in all people, and why such a notion is elaborated in a great many
different ways in all human societies from the most ‘natural’ to the most ‘civilized’ – from Neolithic Jericho and Göbekli Tepe to 21st-century London and
New York. We argue that a social contract is not the whole story; another, concomitant, ‘contract’ is necessary for human beings to cope with daily mental
experiences, and it is out of this other ‘contract’ that notions of the ineffable
and the three dimensions of religion flow: experience, belief and practice.
We therefore seek
– the experiential foundations of beliefs in supernatural realms and
beings;
– the origins of cosmologies that represent both material and spiritual
components of the universe;
– the origin of social distinctions that are based on esoteric knowledge
and experience, and which therefore cut across brute force, age and sex;
– and also the ways in which these experiences, cosmologies and
social distinctions can be marshalled in activities that we call religious
practices.
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In doing so, we point to a neurologically based consciousness contract in the
earliest days of the Neolithic, one that people variously formulated and
(sometimes violently) negotiated as the millennia passed. Using ‘contract’
more metaphorically than literally, we argue that every social contract is necessarily and intimately bound up with a consciousness contract. This second
contract contributes substantially to theism and cosmologies. Like the social
contract, it too has chains. ‘Religion’, or, as Rousseau would prefer it, ‘Theism’,
was the first foundation for social discrimination that went beyond the criteria of age, sex and physical strength.10 Importantly, it leads to an
understanding of Jericho’s skulls beneath house floors, rock-cut Göbekli
crypts and other features of the Neolithic that we describe in later chapters.

The ineluctable brain
Some archaeologists express reservations about introducing notions of consciousness into accounts of past behaviour. With fine understatement, Colin
Renfrew remarks that many writers see all research into past beliefs as ‘an
uncertain endeavour’.11 How can we account for their reluctance?
Perhaps some sceptics believe the sort of approach we advocate to be
(rather vaguely) associated with the hippie tendencies of the 1960s. That
movement was an interesting social phenomenon, but it has nothing to do
with the research strategy we practise – except in that it placed unusual (for
Western society) emphasis on altered states of consciousness, states that hippie leaders misguidedly thought of as ‘enhanced consciousness’. As a result,
anything to do with altered consciousness seems, for many scientific
researchers, bizarre, nebulous and peripheral to real life.
In making that judgment, they are in error. Neurological and neuropsychological laboratory research has supplied (and still is supplying) relevant
information on human thought and consciousness. In ignoring this work,
researchers deny themselves access to a bridge over troubled millennia. In
what sense do we have a neurological bridge to the Neolithic?
Just as other parts of human bodies today are the same as they were during
the Neolithic, so too is the general structure of the human brain and its
electro-chemical functioning. Lest this statement seem simplistic and deterministic, we make explicit a key caveat. We distinguish between the
fundamental functioning of the nervous system and the cultural milieux that
supply much of its specific content. For example, we may perceive our skin to
prickle in certain neurological circumstances, but the way in which a West-
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erner understands that sensation differs markedly from the way that a San
hunter of the Kalahari Desert in southern Africa interprets it. For the Westerner, it is simply a meaningless experience; for the San hunter, it is the blood
of an animal that he will soon kill – a good omen.12 The neurological
approach we prosecute in our research is thus in no way deterministic: all the
stages and experiences of consciousness that we distinguish are mediated by
culture. As this and subsequent chapters unfold, the central importance of a
distinction between neurological universals and cultural specifics will
become increasingly clear. Human beings are not automatons, slaves to their
neural pathways.
At the same time, it will be evident that the many culturally specific ways of
dealing with, or conceptualizing, shifting human consciousness are not infinite. There are some common construals, or understandings, of specific
neurologically generated experiences. This observation is crucial. After all,
differences between belief systems are not remarkable; one expects people living in, say, Siberia to have a different religion and cosmology from those in
South America. What is remarkable is the empirically established existence of
commonalities. Certain beliefs and experiences crop up in religions around
the world. We argue that the commonalities we highlight cannot be explained
in any other way than by the functioning of the universal human nervous system. That is why the ethnographic accounts we cite are not material for
dubious, one-off arguments by analogy. On the contrary, they illustrate different and similar ways in which people understand and harness the
fundamentals of human consciousness. Moreover, our ethnographic illustrations are so geographically diverse that they rebut the potential criticism that
certain beliefs originated in some religious heartland and then diffused
throughout the world; there is no clear centre from which ideas diffuse. They
also open up a route to better informed, more varied interpretations of past
human behaviour and its material residues.
We submit that it is impossible to discuss ancient religions and cosmologies in anything but a superficial, periphrastic way without recognizing the
input of the human nervous system as it daily produces varied states of consciousness. As we remarked in our Preface, all religions have an ecstatic
component, and, less dramatically, all involve altering consciousness by
prayer, chanting, prolonged rhythmic dancing, and other techniques that we
list below. Refusal to consider the role of consciousness in the past therefore
effectively vitiates attempts to explain ancient (and modern) religious human
experiences, beliefs and practice.
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The strict separation between church and state that is advocated, if not
practised, in the modern West is a comparatively novel, post-Rousseau
position. Archaeologists are, generally speaking, part of this tradition. As a
result, they accept that present-day governments should take decisions about
economic matters, national defence, international relations and so forth
rationally and without recourse to religion. If an American president
announces that his decisions are guided by God, alarm bells start ringing.
The associated assumption that rational decision-making and processes,
such as sensible adaptation to the environment, can account for all past
human behaviour is groundless. It imputes contemporary Western values to
past societies. We must be more alert to the irrationality of the past (and of
the present).

of a tree from under the ground – seen as if I were lying under the tree looking up
through its roots.

Elements of the consciousness contract

(E) I was moving at high speed towards a net of great luminosity. The strands and knots
where the luminous lines intersected were vibrating with tremendous cold energy. The
grid appeared as a barrier that I did not want to move through, though for a brief
moment my speed appeared to slow down. Then I was in the grid.

To dispel any notion that the forms of consciousness we discuss are ‘special’ or
are experienced only by ‘visionaries’, ‘mystics’, ‘saints’, ‘seers’ and ‘prophets’, we
begin with eight rather bizarre narratives that we label A to H. Before revealing
their origins, we use them as diverse examples of human experience. We ask:
– Do they have any common themes and images?
– If so, why do they?
(A) Golden dots, sparks and tiny stars appear before my eyes. These sparks and stars
gradually merge into a golden net with diagonal meshes which moves slowly and regularly in rhythm with the beating of my heart, which I feel quite distinctly. The next
moment the golden net is transformed into rows of brass helmets belonging to Roman
soldiers marching along the street below. I hear their measured tread and watch them
from the window of a high house in Galata, in Constantinople, in a narrow lane, one
end of which leads to the old wharf and the Golden Horn with its ships and steamers
and the minarets of Stamboul behind them. The Roman soldiers march on and in close
ranks along the lane. I hear their heavy measured tread, and see the sun shining on their
helmets. Then suddenly I detach myself from the windowsill on which I am lying and
in the same reclining position fly slowly over the lane, over the houses, then over
the Golden Horn in the direction of Stamboul. I smell the sea, feel the wind, the warm
sun. This flying gives me a wonderfully pleasant sensation, and I cannot help opening
my eyes.
(B) [S]uddenly I saw a large green eye opening and closing. Also something very vague
moving in the dark, like a train entering a tunnel or something similar, not very clear.
Then, a landscape – outline of hills – very fluid – moving. A wolf ’s face grinning … View

(C) Brilliant rays of light. A great many geometric shapes. Something animate – could
be a human but animal-like with big teeth. Forest – lots of greenery and flowers. A
dragon. Many interwoven snakes. Prehistoric creatures. Birds.
(D) With the appearance of scenery and interiors I acquire a new faculty – that of travel.
Though still aware that some aspect of myself remains in the body, I go on exploring
expeditions through houses, streets and country lanes, or wander through the aisles of
vast cathedrals … I once found myself, with an indescribable feeling of happiness and
freedom, walking down a corridor built of transparent, iridescent planes set at angles to
one another, rather as if I were inside a prism, though the arrangement of planes was
more complicated than that …

(F) We were never more wide awake, and the visions came whether our eyes were
opened or closed … They began with art motifs, angular such as might decorate carpets
or textiles or wallpaper or the drawing board of an architect. They evolved into palaces
with courts, arcades, gardens – resplendent palaces all laid over with precious stones.
Then I saw a mythological beast drawing a regal chariot. Later it was as though the walls
of our house had dissolved, and my spirit had flown forth, and I was suspended in midair viewing landscapes of mountains … There I was, poised in space, a disembodied eye,
invisible, incorporeal, seeing but not seen.
(G) He reported intensely illuminated and brilliantly coloured geometrics. After a time
they took on the appearance of richly patterned carpets or mosaics. Soon they gave way
to recognizable scenes: a chipmunk here, a dandelion there, all playfully displayed. They
appeared like a slide show flashing about two feet in front of his eyes, but solid and
three-dimensional, almost vivacious … The tunnel belched and geared its images, then
inhaled and sucked Terry into its very center of light … Terry flew through an aurora
borealis, under mandalas, over buildings, mountains, and giant lollipops. He saw many
images repeating and multiplying … ‘Oh my God,’ exclaimed Terry, ‘there’s a bunch of
eyeballs watching me! … There’s a large one glaring at me from the center surrounded
by smaller ones. They almost form a spiral.
(H) When you are learning to be a doctor, your teacher can take you to a big hole in the
spirit world … The teacher shows you the line that takes you there. It looks like a white
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slanted line in the sky that goes underground … The underground place is called n/um
dom. It means ‘spirit hole’. The place in the sky is called n/a’an, meaning ‘sky’. When I am
in the dance and see the ropes, I can go either up or down … If I don’t cool down, my
body will disappear. The hot steam inside me leaves my body, giving me new eyes. The
eyes can become any colour. I can change into another form and travel to other places. I
once changed into a lizard.
I also see horizontal lines. They are coloured red, green, black, and white. The lines are
connected to the Bushman doctors … The lines go in all directions.
For me, the lines are usually bright and shining. They pulse, like a pulsing smoke.

It would be easy to accept that all these accounts were provided by people
under the influence of psychotropic drugs, and researchers have sometimes
fallen into the error of assuming that visions and hallucinations are exclusively the product of hallucinogens and therefore of only limited relevance in
untangling the past.13 Indeed, all eight narratives seem to be intense hallucinations that are reminiscent of Coleridge’s drug-induced vision of Xanadu.
Yet that is not so.
Reports A to D are of vivid mental imagery experienced in an intermediate
state between wakefulness and sleep.14 They are known as ‘hypnagogic’ experiences. ‘Hypnopompic’ refers to comparable experiences encountered in
awakening from sleep; it is customary not to distinguish the two and to use
‘hypnagogic’ to refer to both. Report E is an account of a near-death experience.15 F and G describe drug-induced hallucinations (hallucinogenic
mushrooms and cannabis respectively).16 Ronald Siegel, who recorded narrative G, subsequently found that the vision of eyes derived from a training slide
that he had used with his subjects.17 H comprises statements given by two
southern African San healers. Their altered states are induced by rhythmic
dancing, auditory-driving (persistent, highly rhythmical sound patterns) and
hyperventilation; they do not use hallucinogens.18
We have included four hypnagogic narratives because the state is not well
known, even though it is part of everyday life. It is hard to say what percentage
of the human population are hypnagogists. Some surveys suggest 70 and
more per cent. But it is impossible to say if the remaining 25 or so per cent are
unable to experience hypnagogia or whether they are untrained, or simply do
not expect, to do so.19 Many people experience hypnagogia, but dismiss the
condition as mere dreaming. But hypnagogic experiences are not the same as
dreams. Importantly, attending to hypnagogic experiences increases their
duration and frequency.20 People can learn to engage, control and prolong
both their hypnagogic experiences and their dreams.21
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An auditory component is not uncommon in hypnagogic experiences. The
psychologist Andreas Mavromatis gives an example. The subject sees a ship
at sea:
She cut through the water, making little waves that broke into foam … when quite suddenly and authoritatively a voice spoke on my right a little behind my pillow: ‘There’s no
occasion to warn her. We’ve got one ship off already.’22

Another common feature of hypnagogia is synaesthesia, that is, sensations
in one sensory modality being experienced in another. Through synaesthesia,
people experience sounds as colours, or feel that they can touch music.23
Hypnagogic experiences are frequently so detailed and strange and include
such peculiar transpositions of familiar and unfamiliar objects that those
who experience them feel that they wish to draw their imagery.24 Artists such
as Max Ernst, Salvador Dali and René Magritte have succumbed to this urge.
Dali consciously encouraged hypnagogia. He
is said to have trained himself to doze in a chair with his chin resting on a spoon which
was held in one hand, propped by his elbow which rested on a table; in this position,
when his muscles relaxed and he was on the verge of falling asleep, his chin would drop
and he would wake, often in the middle of a hypnagogic dream or vision which he
would then proceed to paint.25

In a similar vein, Magritte referred to his own paintings as ‘the representations
of half sleep’.26 Hypnagogia is more important than is commonly supposed.
From the eight reports we have given we can reach two initial conclusions.
First, we can see that human visions, or hallucinations, have much in common. Secondly, it is remarkable that, despite the diversity of the means of
induction, the mental experiences of altered states are similar. We list some
commonalities briefly:
– seeing bright geometric patterns,
– floating or flying,
– passage through a tunnel,
– transformations of one thing into another,
– transformations into animal forms,
– ability to see mercurially, though vividly.
A larger sample of reports would provide more repeated elements that we
could add to this list. For instance, the image of shining helmets of the Roman
soldiers walking in a line is known as ‘polyopsia’. Mental images sometimes
multiply rather like reflections in parallel mirrors that seem to trail off into
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infinity. Then, too, micropsia and macropsia, seeing things very small or
large, are also common to the types of experiences we have illustrated.
Noting such commonalities, Ronald Siegel, together with many other
neurologists and psychologists, concluded that ‘These phenomena arise from
common structures in the brain and nervous system, common biological
experiences, and common reactions of the central nervous system to stimulation.’27 Because the experiences are repeated and ‘wired’ into the human brain
we can generalize and organize them into a model that will help us to understand the progression of altered states of consciousness in human beings – no
matter what their particular culture or point in human history. Each historical instance will be a unique product of an interaction between human
neurology and culture.
We cannot overestimate the importance of this understanding for the
arguments we develop in subsequent chapters. We do indeed have a ‘neurological viaduct’ that carries us over the abyss of the centuries, and even
millennia, to thought-lives and religious experiences that archaeologists have
long considered beyond recovery. Those ancient experiences were neither
random nor irretrievably unique.

A neuropsychological model
Altered states of consciousness may be induced by more means than the ones
to which we have so far referred. A list would include:
– ingestion of psychotropic substances,
– hypnagogia,
– near-death experiences,
– intense, rhythmic dancing,
– auditory-driving (e.g., chanting, clapping, drumming),
– electrical stimulation,
– flickering light,
– fatigue,
– hunger,
– sensory deprivation,
– extreme pain,
– intense concentration (meditation),
– migraine,
– temporal lobe epilepsy,
– schizophrenia and other pathological conditions.
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The ways in which these conditions work in practice are more subtle and
interactive than a bald list suggests. Among the South American Bororo, for
instance, the first call to a potential shaman may come during the chanting of
songs associated with souls, or spiritual entities. Some of these chants are
sung all night.28 ‘Suddenly while singing the potential shaman feels a chill
creeping up from the stomach and into the chest.’29 At the same time he
(Bororo shamans are always men) may smell the odour of rotting corpses
(associated with the bope, roughly, the principles of life and death) and urucu
paste used to decorate the bones of the dead (a substance associated with aroe,
spirits, in some ways the antithesis of the bope). In the days following this
introductory experience, dreams begin, in which, accompanied by a small,
beautifully decorated child, he walks down a ‘wide, clean road towards a large
water bird that suddenly changes into a person’. Or he may find himself and
the child ‘floating along just above the bottom of a river, surrounded by fish
that change into people, and then back to fish’. In a subsequent definitive
dream, he confronts a monster that turns out to be a spirit of someone who
has recently died.30 Here we see a combination of chanting and, later, a series
of dreams leading a person towards becoming a shaman. The long road, the
sense of floating underwater and people changing into animals are, as we later
explain, neurologically wired experiences and are evident in the eight
accounts of altered consciousness we have quoted. In addition, hallucinations
are experienced in more senses than just sight: the initiate smells rotting
corpses and urucu paste.
The overall structure of our neuropsychological model can be inferred
from the eight statements we have provided.31 We identify three potential
stages through which people pass as they move into deeper and deeper
levels of altered consciousness, no matter what means of induction they use
(Fig. 8).32
It is important to note that the three stages we identify constitute an idealized model of the possible course of a person’s experience of altered states of
consciousness. We do not imply that all people always pass through all three
stages.33 Nor are the stages discrete; they grade one into another. Because the
sequence is not ineluctable, some people move directly into Stage 3. Culturally informed expectations and interests may highlight one or other stage. If,
for example, a culture places high value on Stage-3 hallucinations (which may
include beings from myths), people seeking those visions may dismiss Stage-1
percepts as of no importance. We therefore re-emphasize the point that our
three-stage model generalizes (this is what all models do) the progression of
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Stage 1

Stage 2

Vortex

Stage 3

8 The three stages of altered consciousness. As the human mind moves into deeper altered
states, people’s hallucinations shift from scintillating geometric forms through a narrow
tunnel or vortex to bizarre full sensory hallucinations.

altered states: it does not imply that every altered state experienced by every
person follows the full progression of the model from Stage 1 to Stage 3.
STAGE 1
As statements A, C, E, F, G and H show, altered states often start with geometric mental images. Researchers have given these percepts various names: form
constants,34 phosphenes,35 endogenous percepts36 and entoptic phenomena.37
We prefer the term ‘entoptic’, which means generated anywhere in the optic
system, not necessarily within the eye itself, which would be ‘entophthalmic’.38
By and large, seven frequently repeated forms can be identified:
(1) a grid and its development into a lattice or expanding hexagon
pattern;
(2) sets of parallel lines;
(3) bright dots and short flecks;
(4) zigzag lines, reported by some subjects as angular, by others as
undulating;
(5) nested catenary curves, the outer arc of which comprises flickering
zigzags (well known to migraine sufferers as the ‘fortification illusion’);
(6) filigrees, or thin meandering lines;
(7) spirals (see the section on the vortex below).
Because these forms are mercurial and appear in combinations, the seven
categories are not rigid. Moreover, the percepts pulsate with bright light that
is independent of any source in the subjects’ environment. They rotate,

expand, contract, combine and change one into another. They may be projected on to veridical imagery when the eyes are open, as many people know
from experiencing migraine scotoma that obliterates parts of the visual field.
(Migraine sufferers commonly report a scotoma comprising scintillating zigzags [5]; more rarely, they perceive lattices [1], whorls [7], funnels [7] and
webs [1].39) The manner in which they seem to float on walls or ceilings is
important.
In A we read of ‘Golden dots, sparks and tiny stars’ (type 3) that ‘gradually
merge into a golden net with diagonal meshes [type 1] which moves slowly
and regularly in rhythm with the beating of my heart’ (pulsating). The narrator of C reports ‘Brilliant rays of light’ (type 2) and ‘A great many geometric
shapes’ (various types). E describes ‘a net of great luminosity’ and a ‘grid’
(type 1) that vibrated ‘with tremendous cold energy’ (pulsating). Another
subject, F, spoke of ‘art motifs, angular’ (various entoptic types). The ‘mandalas’ of G are probably the circular, bright dots or discs of type 3. G also
spoke of ‘intensely illuminated and brilliantly coloured geometrics’ (various
types). The San healer, H, spoke of coloured ‘horizontal lines’ (types 2 and 6)
that were ‘usually bright and shining’; she added, ‘They pulse, like a pulsing
smoke.’
At this point, we note that, even though all people have the potential to see
all the forms, cultural emphases may lead them to value some and to ignore
others. People in societies that accord the experiences of altered states of consciousness important religious status therefore watch for, and try to cultivate,
a restricted range of forms, the ones to which their religion ascribes emotionally charged spiritual meanings. Here religious belief begins to make sense of,
and to give form to, neurologically generated, religious experience. Belief may
fashion selected entoptic percepts into a system of symbols. The Tukano
people of South America, for instance, take undulating parallel lines (type 4)
to represent ‘the thought of the Sun-Father’. An arc of several multicoloured
parallel lines (type 5) is taken, understandably enough, to represent a rainbow, but in some mythological contexts that would be impossible for an
outsider to guess, it is said to be the Sun-Father’s penis.40 As the hallucinating
men speak of their visions, a kumú (a direct representative of the solar
divinity who has esoteric knowledge) explains them and their accompanying
sounds. The San, on the other hand, concentrate on brilliant lines (types
2 and 6) that they believe to be ‘threads of light’ that healers climb, or
along which they float, to the Great God in the sky. A similar vision has
been reported from Australia. An Aboriginal boy taking part in an initiation
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ceremony that involved looking at ‘a large, bright crystal that stole the light
from the dawn and dazzled their eyes’ sank ‘into a state of repose that was
almost sleep’. Then he saw cords that ‘seemed to rise into the air, and the old
fellows climbed hand over hand up them to treetop height’.41
What Neolithic people in various places and at various times made of
entoptic phenomena is a matter we discuss in Chapters 4 and 9.

VORTEX
As subjects move towards Stage 3, a more profoundly altered state of consciousness, they often experience a vortex or tunnel, at the end of which is
bright light. On the internal surface of the vortex there is sometimes a grid, in
the compartments of which appear the first iconic images of people, animals,
monsters and so forth (Fig. 9).45

STAGE 2
When people move into the deeper, second stage of altered consciousness,
they try to make sense of the entoptic forms they are seeing by construing
them as objects with emotional or religious significance.42 In a normal state of
consciousness the brain receives a constant stream of sense impressions. A
visual image reaching the brain is decoded (as, of course, are other sense
impressions) by being matched against a store of experience. If a ‘fit’ can be
effected, the image is ‘recognized’. In altered states of consciousness the nervous system itself becomes a ‘sixth sense’ that produces a variety of images
including entoptic phenomena.43 The brain attempts to recognize, or decode,
these forms as it does with impressions supplied by the nervous system in a
normal state of consciousness. The psychiatrist Mardi Horowitz links this
process of making sense to the disposition of the subject:
Thus the same ambiguous round shape on initial perceptual representation can be ‘illusioned’ into an orange (if the subject is hungry), a breast (if he is in a state of heightened
sexual drive), a cup of water (if he is thirsty), or an anarchist’s bomb (if he is hostile or
fearful) [original parentheses].44

This sort of construal seems to be taking place in the experience labelled A:
the ‘golden net’ transforms into ‘rows of brass helmets belonging to Roman
soldiers’. In B, a bright, pulsating light becomes ‘a large green eye opening and
closing’; while in C ‘geometric shapes’ become ‘interwoven snakes’. In F angular motifs ‘evolved into palaces with courts, arcades, gardens … all laid over
with precious stones’. The ‘intensely illuminated and brilliantly coloured geometrics’ of G ‘took on the appearance of richly patterned carpets or mosaics’.
If any of these experiences had been set in a religious context, the entoptic
phenomena would have been construed as supernatural entities, beings or
symbols.
9 As people pass through the vortex into the deepest stage of altered consciousness, they
experience the first iconic hallucinations.
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Today, the vortex is popularly associated with near-death experiences (E)
and is frequently discussed.46 Examples abound. A child who was grievously
ill and was rushed to hospital later recalled: ‘I was moving through this …
long dark place. It seemed like a sewer or something.’47 Another person who
had been near to death recounted his passing down a passageway:‘I floated on
down the hall and out of the door onto the screened-in porch … I floated
right straight on through the screen … and up into this pure crystal light.’48
Less beatific experiences have also been recorded: ‘It was like being in a cylinder which had no air in it.’49
The near-death phenomenon is by no means the only context in which a
vortex is experienced. The hypnagogic experience described in B invokes the
image of ‘a train entering a tunnel or something similar’; while that in D
describes wandering ‘through the aisles of vast cathedrals’ and ‘walking down
a corridor built of transparent, iridescent planes set at angles to one another’.
We dispel the possibility that these tunnel experiences may be unique to
the Western culture from which all but one of our examples come by pointing
out that shamans around the world frequently use similar imagery to describe
their out-of-body travels to the spirit realm, regardless of the way in which
they alter their consciousness. The San healer in narrative H, for example,
spoke of ‘a big hole in the spirit world’ and of following a line ‘that goes
underground’. Similarly, a Sora shaman in India climbs down a huge tree that
leads to the underworld: ‘The path includes dizzying precipices on the
descent to the “murky-sun country, cock-crowlight country”.’50 Descent to an
underworld is indeed a common shamanistic experience, and Mircea Eliade
collated a number of accounts of such journeys in his book Shamanism:
Archaic Techniques of Ecstasy.51 For instance, Siberian Yakut shamans’ costumes had attached to them symbols known as ‘Opening into the Earth’ or
‘Hole of the Spirits’; these enabled them to travel to the nether realms.52 A
Tungus shaman, also in Central Asia, sometimes descends to the underworld,
a dangerous undertaking during which ‘he goes into ecstasy’ and ‘goes down
through a narrow hole and crosses three streams before he comes upon the
spirits of the infernal regions’.53
Another Siberian shaman told of his initiation. His spirit guide, who was
associated with a tree that the young man had cut down, took him to a hole in
the earth.
My companion asked:‘What hole is this? If your destiny is to make a [shaman’s] drum of
this tree, find it out!’ I replied: ‘It is through this hole that the shaman receives the spirit
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of his voice.’ The hole became larger and larger. We descended through it and arrived at
a river with two streams flowing in opposite directions.‘Well, find out this one too!’ said
my companion, ‘one stream goes from the centre to the north, the other to the south –
the sunny side. If you are destined to fall into a trance, find it out!’ [Parenthesis added].54

In Central America, the Maya were particularly sensitive to holes in the
ground: ‘To the Classic Maya, all natural openings into the earth, whether
caves or cenotes (sunken waterholes), were portals to the Otherworld.’55 In
West Africa, a Bwiti man expressed the tunnel sensation in terms of his own
environment: ‘When I ate eboka (Tabernanthe iboga) I found myself taken by
it up a long road in a deep forest until I came to a barrier of black iron.’56
A more complex interpretation of the vortex comes from the Colombian
Tukano, who induce altered states by means of the hallucinogenic vine yajé
(Banisteriopsis caapi), given to them, as Geraldo Reichel-Dolmatoff put it, by
the Sun ‘to serve as an intermediary so that through hallucinations people
could put themselves in contact with all the other supernatural beings’.57 They
see the cosmos as two cones connected by a circular door,‘an image that leads
to others such as “birth”, “rebirth”, the passage from one “dimension” (turi) to
another while under the influence of a narcotic, and to similar shamanistic
images’.58 The South American Piro also speak of passing underground: ‘He
slipped into a big hole … He went down into that hole. When he came out
again, he was in another world by a shallow river.’59
Passing through ‘portals’ is an experience that is also associated with
pathological conditions. A Western patient suffering from schizophrenia
described his visions:
There were small suns and strange twilight worlds of lakes and islands … An ancient
cave, passage, or hollow ladder, seemed to connect new earths; perhaps this was such as
Jacob saw, for it was an image of remote antiquity.60

A corollary of the vortex needs to be mentioned. One of the near-death
experiences we cited recorded the sensation of being in a cylinder ‘which had
no air in it’,61 and the Siberian shaman spoke of ‘two streams flowing in opposite directions’.62 Similarly, a southern African San shaman said that he
entered a wide river: ‘My feet were behind, and my head was in front … I travelled like this. My sides were pressed by pieces of metal. Metal things fastened
my sides.’63 The sensations of passing through a constraining vortex, difficulty
in breathing, affected vision, a sense of being in another world, and weightlessness are frequently interpreted as being underwater. In South America
‘submersion in pools, springs, whirlpools, and rivers provides access to the
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underworld. The process by which one travels there is akin to drowning’.64
Indeed, many shamans speak of diving into water. Lapp shamans, for
instance, refer to altered states as ‘immersion’, and Inuit shamans situate the
beyond in the sea.65
In Western clinical reports we read of passages, trains in tunnels, sewers
and so forth; the ethnographic reports express the same sensations in their
own imagery of holes in the ground, trees that link the sky (their foliage) to
the underworld (their roots), subaquatic travel and so forth. Experiences of
these kinds recall Coleridge’s descent through ‘caverns measureless to man’
down to a ‘sunless sea’, ‘a lifeless ocean’, and the ‘deep romantic chasm which
slanted/Down the green hill athwart a cedarn cover’.
Together, all the descriptions we have given show that there is a common
human proclivity to experience passage through a vortex. That commonality
is clearly wired into the human nervous system and manifests itself in certain
conditions of altered consciousness. Research has shown that this wiring is
principally in the functional architecture of the striate cortex.66 Small wonder,
then, that passage through a tunnel and subaquatic travel will assume prime
importance in both our Near East and Atlantic Europe chapters.
STAGE 3
Emerging from the vortex, subjects enter a bizarre, ever-changing world of
hallucinations. People report somatic hallucinations, such as attenuation of
limbs and bodies, intense awareness of one’s body, polymelia (the sensation
of having extra digits and limbs); zoopsia (seeing animals); changing into
animals and other transformations. As long ago as 1880, William James, the
American psychologist, philosopher and brother of the novelist, Henry,
recorded the experiences of a friend who had ingested hashish; our observations are in square brackets:
Directly I lay down upon a sofa there appeared before my eyes several rows of human
hands [polyopsia], which oscillated for a moment [pulsating], revolved and then
changed into spoons [transformation]. The same motions were repeated, the objects
changing to wheels, tin soldiers, lamp-posts, brooms, and countless other absurdities
[some of these transformations appear to derive from entoptic forms 2 and 3] … I
became aware of the fact that my pulse was beating rapidly … I could feel each pulsation
through my whole system [somatic intensity] … There were moments of apparent
lucidity, when it seemed as if I could see within myself, and watch the pumping of my
heart [preternatural sight]. A strange fear came over me, a certainty that I should never
recover from the effects [heightened emotions] … Suddenly there was a roar and a blast
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of sound and the word ‘Ismaral’ [aural hallucination] … I thought of a fox, and
instantly I was transformed into that animal. I could distinctly feel myself a fox, could
see my long ears and bushy tail, and by a sort of introversion felt that my complete
anatomy was that of a fox [transformation into an animal]. Suddenly, the point of
vision changed. My eyes seemed to be located at the back of my mouth; I looked out
between parted lips [somatic transformation].67

A feature of Stage 3 experiences like these is that the entoptic forms of
Stage 1 persist, peripherally or integrated with iconic hallucinations. One
subject found that the lattice, or grid form (type 1), merged with his body:
he saw fretwork before his eyes, that his arms, hands, and fingers turned into fretwork.
There was no difference between the fretwork and himself, between inside and outside.
All objects in the room and the walls changed into fretwork and thus became identical
with him. While writing, the words turned into fretwork and there was, therefore, an
identity of fretwork and handwriting. ‘The fretwork is I.’ He also felt, saw, tasted, and
smelled tones that became fretwork. He himself was the tone. On the day following the
experiment, there was Nissl (whom he had known in 1914) sitting somewhere in the air,
and Nissl was fretwork [known as an ‘after-image’].68

We can now summarize some points of interest that will assume significance in later chapters:
– Entoptic forms may be projected onto surfaces and objects in the environment.
– Subjects can themselves become an entoptic form.
– Hallucinations are experienced in all senses.
– The senses become confused so that one may smell a sound (synaesthesia).
– After-images may recur unexpectedly some time after a hallucinatory
experience.
Throughout all the accounts we have given we see an interaction between
wired experiences that are activated in altered states of consciousness and the
culturally specific content that is incorporated into those experiences.
Human brains exist in societies.
We argue that it is out of the socially situated spectrum of consciousness,
which we discuss in the next section, that religion develops. One could
say that religious experience is, in the first instance, a result of taking
the introverted end of the spectrum at face value – within a given cultural
context.
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The consciousness contract and society
Rousseau sought to devise a theory of how a society is structured and to
explain how a just society could function by common consent. But there were
niggling problems. These came out of his restricted notion of ‘natural man’.
He saw natural man as essentially rational: in an untainted state ‘natural man’
would see what was good for all and, apart from the ‘single hypocrite’ who
would have to be forced to be free, could achieve justice for all. At the same
time Rousseau believed that religion had formed a ‘base’ for every society the
world had seen. It was easy for him to dismiss organized religion as he knew it
in his time, but it was more difficult to explain away the universality of religious belief. A ‘true Theism’ that lodged deep inside every person was the best
explanation he could find.
How does religion come to be such a potent force in communities? Can
psychological and social explanations, which both have commendable points,
be brought together? The answer lies in ‘natural man’, but in a more up-todate formulation than Rousseau was able to achieve in the 18th century.
‘Natural man’ must, we now know, include human consciousness in all its
shifting diversity.
Human beings are not either conscious or unconscious, as may be popularly supposed. Normal, everyday consciousness should rather be thought of
as a spectrum.69 At one end is alert consciousness – the kind that we use to
relate rationally to our environment and to solve the problems that it presents. A little farther along the spectrum are more introverted states in which
we solve problems by thought. Relax more and you are day-dreaming: mental
images come and go at will, unfettered by the material world around you.
Gradually, you slip into sleep and into the hypnagogic state, possibly with the
vivid hallucinations that we have described. From there, you drift into normal
dreaming, a world of changing forms and impossible circumstances.
These are all states that everyone experiences. But the introverted end of
the spectrum can be intensified by the wide variety of means that we have
listed: ingestion of hallucinogenic drugs, sensory deprivation, hunger, pain,
auditory-driving, rhythmic dancing, intense concentration, certain pathological conditions and so forth. These means lead to the three stages of the
neuropsychological model. Those stages are what most people think of as
‘altered states of consciousness’.
We can now see that people do not have to resort to intentional induction
in order to glimpse the highly ‘altered’ end of the spectrum. We all do it in
dreaming, and many have the potential to do so in, for instance, hypnagogic
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states.70 In addition, we may all pass through the three stages inadvertently if
we happen to experience sensory deprivation, prolonged hunger, certain
pathological conditions or any of the other triggering factors. Another realm
of experience is, so to speak, always just around the corner.
Now, the important point is that some social relations are intimately
bound up with states of consciousness. It is this proposition that solves
Rousseau’s dilemma concerning the place of religion in society. Every community of people has to come to terms with shifting human consciousness.
Every community has to divide up the spectrum of consciousness and to
place different values on its components – that is, to make shared sense of the
diverse mental states that everyone experiences. It is, for instance, impossible
to imagine a society that does not entertain some beliefs about what dreams
are and what significance (if any) they have. Altered consciousness is therefore always situated in a social and political matrix. It is impossible to study
altered states outside of a social context.71
Today, in the West we value alert consciousness and problem-solving cogitation. We do not value dreams. (Exceptions are, of course, a couple of schools
of psychology that believe that dreams have a symbolic content.) Whatever
inspiration may come to scientists in dreams, the answers to their research
questions have to be rationally supported by mental activity at the alert end of
the spectrum. Copernicus, Darwin, Einstein and Weber are enthroned in our
pantheon. We know that this emphasis on rationality is not found in all societies, nor has it always been the case in the West. During the Middle Ages,
people believed that God could communicate with them in dreams and
visions; they did not laugh off their dreams as readily as we do (Pl. 1).72
Dreams, visions and voices could be the foundation for disastrous military
and political action, as Joan of Arc amply demonstrated. The Neolithic, we
believe, must have been more like these societies than our own.
Along with the placing of different values on different kinds of consciousness goes a social concomitant. Because certain states are more highly valued
than others, they are appropriated and defended by classes of people. In
medieval Christianity, for instance, visions bestowed power, political as well
as spiritual. The more intense forms of meditation and prayer were therefore
the preserve of the clergy: it was they who, through extended prayer, solitary
meditation, fasting, self-flagellation, repetitive ritual and chanting, altered
their consciousness, and possibly even induced visions. In doing so, they
entrenched or raised their status. The difference between monks and lay
brothers in some monasteries was not just one of education: the monks
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through their chanting, fasting and incessant prayers were able to reach mental states considered closer to God than any that lay people could attain. Those
few who could go beyond euphoria and dissociation to experience vivid
visions were more likely to achieve positions of influence in the church and
therefore in affairs of state as well. (Altered states were, of course, not the only
road to power within the church.) When ‘outsiders’, such as adolescent girls,
experienced visions of the Virgin Mary, they occupied an unusual, ambivalent
social category and were investigated by the church. Sometimes the church
found it politic to accept their revelations.
The inescapable need to accommodate shifting consciousness and the different values placed on segments of the spectrum means that, as we have seen,
religion, long before the Christian era, was the first tool of social discrimination that was not founded on age, sex and strength.73 New values entered
human ethics. Importantly, it was the shifting nature of human consciousness
that led people to suppose that there was another realm of existence and that
beings in that realm interacted with people in the material world. The more a
person, or group of people, inhabited the introverted end of the consciousness spectrum the closer they considered themselves to be to that other realm.
That closeness distinguished them from ordinary people and was worth
defending: access to ‘spiritual’ states was regulated. Religion and social discrimination went hand in hand.
Intrinsically, everyone does not have equal access to profound visionary
states; it seems that some people are more likely than others to experience
altered states. But everyone can understand what visions are because they
experience dreams and the occasional ‘other-worldly’ incident, perhaps an
elevating sense of Absolute Unitary Being (AUB, Chapter 1). Dreams are sufficiently emotionally charged to persuade people that the acknowledged seers
of a community have access to powers beyond the ordinary. If dreams can
frighten us, we can guess at the spiritual power that seers must possess to be
able to confront visions.
Here we have a foundation on which the sort of church that Rousseau
deplored can be built: religious and secular power inevitably becomes intertwined. In the largely unquestioning ethos of pre-Enlightenment Europe the
threat of excommunication was sobering. Hell and the Devil lived not only in
sermons and wall paintings in churches, but also in the brains and dreams of
ordinary people, fed as they were by those sources of terror. No wonder, then,
that some witches truly believed themselves to be in league with the Devil.
They were victims of Christian doctrine.
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At the beginning of the Neolithic, or perhaps at the end of the Upper Palaeolithic and in the Mesolithic (the period between the Upper Palaeolithic and
the Neolithic), the interlinked social and consciousness contracts were changing. Access to spirit realms was no longer through caves, as it was for the
Upper Palaeolithic people of France and Spain, but through structures built
above ground. The spirit realm itself, though, was not denied; it was too
embedded in the brains of the people. But how it was structured – cosmology
– was re-evaluated, refashioned and brought into line with a new social dispensation.
To form a better idea of how that new dispensation, the new, interwoven
social and consciousness contracts of the Neolithic, functioned we examine
the ways in which consciousness generates cosmology and how both are
always situated in a specific cultural milieu. This is a rich seam that is well
worth careful and meticulous mining. It is fundamental to a comprehensive,
co-ordinated understanding of the Neolithic.
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CHAPTER 3

Seeing and Building a Cosmos

Today, the study of the structure and functioning of the cosmos is a hot topic.
It intrigues the general public, as well as physicists, astronomers and philosophers. Debate centres on such seemingly science-fiction concepts as black
holes, worm holes and the ‘big bang’ that led to the formation of galaxies,
solar systems, the night sky as we see it, and, of course, the earth itself. In the
West, these debates are conducted principally (but not exclusively) by scientists and are based on physical and mathematical propositions. It was not
always so.
The heat generated by contemporary debates is nothing compared with
that produced in the 16th and 17th centuries in Europe when cosmology was
largely the preserve of the Catholic Church. Today it seems odd that the
church should have played such a role, but even in our present-day scientific
milieu many people feel the tug of religious belief as they contemplate the
cosmologists’ hypotheses. Where, they wonder, in this vast universe is a place
for God? Does the ‘big bang’ theory confirm a moment of divine creation? In
extreme cases, creationists denounce everything but the two (contradictory)
accounts of creation in Genesis, and demand that creationism be taught in
schools. The importance of cosmology still extends beyond the purely scientific: the study affects people’s lives at a deeper level than we sometimes allow.
The events that took Western thought from ecclesiastic cosmology to
empirical observations of the solar system enshrine principles that apply to
struggles that, we suggest, took place at the beginning of the Neolithic around
9,000 years ago. That is true especially of what is known as ‘saving the appearances’,1 a notion to which we return below. There is always tension between a
cosmology that arises ‘spiritually’ from within human beings, like the one that
Catholic Church authorities favoured, and another that derives from people’s
observations of what they can see and measure.
The serious disputes began with Nicolaus Copernicus (1473–1543). He
was ordained as a canon at Frauenburg, but preferred to spend his life studying at Italian universities and exploring the efficacy of mathematics in
explaining the movements of planets. His De revolutionibus of 1543 revised

Ptolemy’s (c. 100–c. 178) view that the earth was at the centre of the planets’
orbits and proposed that the sun was, more or less, at the still centre. To argue
that the earth moved seemed to many contrary to the teaching of scripture.
The dispute that ensued was not merely one of better and better observations
of planetary orbits but rather of two philosophical positions associated with
the names of Pythagoras and Plato.
Copernicus was a Pythagorean. He believed that the mathematical relations that fitted the observed phenomena of the material world really
explained why things are as they are. The solar system is actually as the mathematical formulations say it is. Contra this view is one that came to be
favoured by the Catholic Church and that had a distant origin in the Platonic
notions of perfect Forms in a realm removed from the everyday, ever-changing world.2 According to this position, mathematical hypotheses, no matter
how sophisticated, are fundamentally different from statements about the
actual structure of the universe. Whilst it was acceptable for astronomers to
evaluate competing mathematical formulations, the one they eventually
favoured had nothing to do with the way things really are. The formulations
remain abstract, perhaps elegant, mathematical statements. They merely ‘save
the appearances’; they are not physically true theories.
In the early 17th century, matters eventually came to a head when Galileo
Galilei (1564–1642) began to adduce telescopic evidence for a heliocentric
solar system (Fig. 10). Cardinal Bellarmine, one of Galileo’s opponents,
insisted that the astronomer’s observations should be regarded as a mathematical formulation that had nothing to do with physical truth. But could it
be a mere coincidence that a set of mathematical relations fitted planetary
phenomena? As is now well known, Galileo was hauled before the Inquisition
and forced to recant, a scandal that the Catholic Church has belatedly and
pusillanimously tried to lay to rest.
The church’s position derived from divine revelation in two ways. First, the
overall biblical doctrine that ‘Man’ was the crown of creation and was made in
the image of God meant that the earth, and not the sun, must surely be at the
centre of the revolving planets – the cynosure of God’s interest. Secondly, to
this foundation were added, somewhat awkwardly, the visions of prophets
and mystics. These revelations grew largely out of the notion that there are
three levels of existence. Below is Hell, above is Heaven, and between the two
is the level of the earth. So much could be inferred from various biblical narratives for which the mystics’ visions, the experiential dimension of their
religion, provided proof: the cosmological levels and their inhabitants could

